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Introduction and Background
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a. Interlock history

In the early 1970s, as a commonwealth government initiative, a number 

of organisations were established to pioneer Employee Assistance 

Programs (EAP) within their respective States and territories. Interlock 

was the Queensland provider to pioneer the development of these 

programs within Queensland. 

EAP has evolved over the years to become somewhat commoditised 

by some of the bigger listed overseas companies who have driven 

prices down to secure market share. This has caused a shake-out in 

the industry which is still going on today. Its now a highly competitive 

marketplace. The other problem driven by a low price market is 

a reduction in quality of services provided by the larger low cost 

suppliers, who want volume at the lowest cost. This does however 

leave room in the market for quality niche providers. In Hoffman 

and Batemans book, “Essentials of Services Marketing” they refer to 

the limited differentiability among service providers and in our case, 

providers who work for the competitor firms and Interlock. This is a 

challenge to Interlock to deliver differentiation within the niche they 

wish to occupy. 

Interlock has had many large companies over the years and primarily 

due to some poor management and operational weaknesses lost a lot 

of these contracts. There are now some 1200 old companies in the 

company’s client books, unfortunately today Interlock only has around 

160 active clients. Whilst 23 new clients have been signed in the past 

year a similar number have left, showing no real net growth in client 

numbers.

In the diagram Fig 1, Interlock in the past has adopted a reactor strategy 

approach. The new GM has implemented an Analyser approach to 

business strategy. This will involve maintaining core EAP products, 

whilst seeking to expand into new product markets via the Workforce 

Consulting (WC) brand.
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Typology of Business-Unit Competitive Strategies

Prospector Analyser Defender Reactor

Units primarily 
concerned with 
attaining growth 

through aggressive 
pursuit of new 
product-market 
opportunities

Units with a strong 
core business; actively 

seeking to expand 
into related markets 
with differentiated 

offerings

Interlock
2010-2015

Units primarily 
concerned with 

monitoring a 
differentiated position 

in mature markets

Units with no clearly 
defined product-

market development 
or competitive 

strategy

Interlock
Pre 2010

Units with a strong 
core business; 

actively seeking to 
expand into related 

product markets with 
low cost offerings

Units primarily 
concerned with 

monitoring a low cost 
position in mature 

markets
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Figure 1: Four Business Strategies From Miles and Snow

a. Interlock history
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Interlock is looking to re-birth in a maturing market. Interlock has been 

flat-lining through recent years and may face market extinction.

Interlock is therefore looking for early-adopters within the HR profession 

to take up Interlock’s new products, and to trust Interlock in new areas 

which may lead to renewed trust in traditional areas such as EAP.

Interlock is looking to capture the imaginations of early-adopter 

workplace professionals, to boost both service take-up among this 

group working on the theory that early-adopters are also product 

opinion-leaders. The strategy is that excellent service provision and 

client outcomes will lead to these early adopters taking a maven/opinion 

leading role as expert third-party advocates of Interlock.

Product Lifecycle and Adoption

a. Interlock history
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In early 2010 the ADFQ Board (ADFQ owns the Interlock entity) made 

a decision to remove from Interlock around $1million in government 

funded grant programs. This removal resulted in an opportunity to 

see how Interlock as an EAP provider was really performing as a 

commercial business.

The results showed a loss of revenue and certainly losses in profits 

as well. A decision was made to bring in an experienced manager to 

commercialise the business and turn it around.

Greg Kentish was employed to complete this work and commenced on 

31st May, 2010. Greg prepared a report and strategic plan for Interlock 

which was presented to the Board and involved a turnaround once-of 

spend of $90,000 to revitalise the business. Greg also presented a need 

to broaden the businesses revenue base by differentiating with new 

products and brands in the market to existing and new customers (eg 

Workforce Consulting). 

IBISWorld reports this is a $7.1bn industry in Australia and expected 

to grow by 4.8% in the next 5 years. They also report that HR 

management consultancy services form 16% of the market.

The new brands have been created and products identified under these.

b. Current Strategies and Objectives
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New Interlock Model Services

b. Current Strategies and Objectives

Human Solutions Brand
 { EAP Counselling

 { Critical Incident Debriefing

 { Medicare Sessions

 { Private Sessions

 { Crisis Counselling

Workforce Consulting Brand
 { Executive Coaching(Counselling)

 { Manager Hotline

 { HR Hotline

 { Workshops

 { Mediations

 { Operational Debriefs

 { Employee Satisfaction Surveys

 { Psychometric/Pre Employment testing 

Future Products
 { Business- 360o People Assessment and Report

 { People Risk Analysis

 { Retention Strategies

 { OH&S Review & Actions

 { Culture Review & Actions

 { Shared Expectations Process

 { Outplacement service

 { Relocation Services 

 { Vocational Counselling

 { Leadership Training

 { Annual Outcomes Review- ROI plus Year 2 plan

 { Whistleblower Hotline

 { Wellness Product

 { Change Management

 { Performance Management
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The business model canvas provides a good snapshot of the critical 

elements of the business and the importance of their interrelational effects. 

These overarching areas assist to provide focus for strategy decisions.

Business Canvas Model

Key Partners
 • Psychologists

 • Counsellors

 • Trainers

 • Client Organisations

Key Activities
 • Counselling

 • Training

 • CISM

 • Needs based solutions 
for workforce and 
business

Value 
Propositions

 • Service

 • Quality

 • Measurable outcomes

Customer 
Relationships
 • Client services team

 • Greg & Gino’s 
involvement

Customer 
Segments

 • Local Government

 • Mining

 • Utilities

 • Professional Firms - 
Finance, Accounting, 
Legal, etc.

 • Universities

 • Fast Food

 • Care Organisations

 • Retail

 • Health

Key Resources
 • Psychologists

 • Trainers

 • Clinical services 
manager

 • Clinical services  
support people

Channels
 • Counsellors

 • Interlock offices

 • Sales team

 • Website

Cost Structure 
 • Contractor Model = 40%

 • Serviced Offices

Revenue Streams
 • Tenders

 • EAP Contracts

 • WC Consulting Products

b. Current Strategies and Objectives

Diagram Reference: Adapted from Alexander Osterwalder’s Business Model Ontology
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Strategy Diamond
Arenas

Market segment (see p17)

Qld - 6month focus

National - New presence, 
but 3 -6 months before 

time commitment.

Differentiators
WC brand - Quality and  
needs based approach

Service

Quality products

Follow through - close the  
loop - HS & WC

“Making Professional  
Life Easier”

Staging 
& Pacing

Capability

Internal team - Right 
people on the bus; systems 
- Responsibilty allocations 

Customer service  
and admin

Qld focus

National footprint but not  
focussed time

Vehicles
Capability plan required

IT development

External relationships - eg 
Assure/Govt/Lobbying

Leverage key  
partners / industries

Economic 
Logic

Breakeven

Sales outcomes

Sales plan for brands

The Hambrick Strategy diamond highlights the 

choices and choice gaps in current and proposed 

strategies. In Interlocks case its useful to identifying 

some of the economic realities, vehicles etc before 

approaching new market activities.

Diagram Reference: Hambrick Strategy Diamond, Donald C 
Hambrick, James W Fredrickson

b. Current Strategies and Objectives
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‘Martini Glass of destiny’ - Here and Now Space

Ti
m

e

Space
Here

Past positions

HS WC

Impossible  
positionings

Impossible  
positionings

 Disciplined  
   performance

 Disciplined  
performance-    - 

Now

 Likely  
 achievements 

WC = Workforce Consulting

HS = Human Solutions

The “Martini Glass of destiny” shows the challenge 

for the two sub-brands. The human solutions brand 

is familiar in its operation and really just needs to 

streamline its processes and enhance quality. The 

WC brand is operating on the edge of impossible 

positioning as the capability to deliver the products 

needs more focus. The current strategy is that it 

is better to present 14 products to the market that 

Interlock can deliver, than to gradually present 1 or 

more at a time. If the business is inundated Interlock 

is able to buy in the extra capability and this needs 

to be factored into contingency planning. Interlocks 

brief to urgently grow revenue also pushes this need. 

Todays business expects geared up and capable 

suppliers who also present in this way. Strategy 1, 

properly implemented will assist to overcome this 

potential problem of impossible positioning.
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c. Business capabilities and competencies

Business capabilities have been somewhat limited in the past. The team 

had a Clinical and Training manager whose role was to build revenue 

(an experienced Psychologist), a Sales person and a small admin team.

The business now has improved capability, however this still needs 

further underpinning. There is an experienced GM in place with strong 

Brand, business and Operations experience.

Recently a new Clinical Services Manager has been hired who is a 

Clinical and Organisational Psychologist. He also has experience in 

consulting workforce type products for organisations and adds a key 

strength to Interlock in the clinical space. 

As Interlock grows it will need a greater underpinning of strength in the 

Interlock team. 
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d. History of EAP product

The EAP product is a short 4 – 6 x 1 hour session intervention designed 

to assist employees to get back on track in their lives when various 

challenges appear. This has been successful for two of the major firms 

in the market who now share overall market leadership. 

The commoditisation of EAP has put high pressure on the smaller 

players who now struggle to operate profitably(eg Interlock).Having 

said this, Interlock have been able to achieve 20% growth ytd in session 

numbers which is a positive change.

Whilst the competitors have driven down session numbers they have 

also driven down the numbers of sessions available for each employee, 

which also reduces revenue potential. There has been some contracts 

sold with 2 sessions available per employee which is fairly useless in 

a counselling sense, as 2 sessions will barely get beyond basic rapport 

and issues understanding by the counsellor. Interlock has stood its 

ground in this area maintaining that 4-6 sessions as a minimum are the 

lowest they will go for clients.
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Audit of the Current Marketing 
Strategy and Performance
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a. Market

i. Market size
The market size is very difficult to calculate as no information is directly 

reported via an industry body, however an attempt has been made at this 

by using sessions reported by the various providers in the marketplace.

ii.Market attractiveness
The competitiveness in the market makes it unattractive for new players. 

There is currently a shake-out occurring and the market leaders are 

driving this to wipe out the smaller players. This bodes well for market 

players who can survive this pressure.

iii. Competitors
Interlock operates in a highly competitive industry. Whilst growth is good 

the major competitors are attempting to swamp the market and wipe out 

the smaller players and are succeeding in this.

Interlock is small and nimble and able to provide higher levels of 

customer service and personalisation. It is a crowded market with 

everyone fighting for a piece of the pie.

iv. Industry attractiveness
With the current shake-out occurring in the market it is certainly not 

attractive anymore for new players to enter. We believe that there will 

be limited new competitors entering the market going forward. It will still 

remain attractive for small firms, although they cant compete with Interlock 

when it comes to systems and service for clients and organisations.

It will be important for Interlock to survive the next 2 years and see through 

this highly competitive time and emerge as a high quality, high service firm.
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Threat of  
New Entrants
 • High due to low  
barriers to entry
 • Small psych practices  
able to offer at better prices

Threat of Substitutes
 • Threat exists however  
not aware of any
 • Opport for Interlock to  
bundle EAP into a  
better product via  
WC brand

Supplier Power
 • High although they  

don’t exercise this due to 
 their need for our business

 • Differentiation points low other  
than quality as user has no initial choice
 • Affiliates/Sessionals utilised by all coys

 • Supplier/Demand in some locations 
drives their sell price up

Rivalry Among Firms
 • Large No. of competitors
 • Mixed range of national, 
state based and small
 • Switching costs generally nil
 • Client exit barriers low

Buyer Power
 • Increasing as more request  

tender processes
 • Larger firms report buyers  

expecting reducing annual fees,  
this may be driven by lack of  

perceived value/benefit
 • National contracts  

able to be sold at  
higher prices

Porter’s Five Forces
Supplier	Power:	Comparative power 
between Interlock and its suppliers 
(counsellors) is very even, which is a 
good position for both Interlock and 
suppliers to be.

If Interlock can simply improve its 
services and returns to counsellors, 
the power ratio will swing slightly in 
Interlock’s favour.

It is important that Interlock is aware of 
any variation in this power relationship 
and ensures that counsellors are 
always comfortable dealing with 
Interlock, at least maintaining the 
impression that the power ratio is 
equal, even if it drifts towards being 
in favour of the company.

Threat	of	new	entrants:	While 
there are low barriers to entry, profit 
margins are not particularly attractive 
at the moment. Interlock needs to 
continue monitoring the threat of 
new entrants, but more importantly, 
needs to position itself in a unique 
way, so that it is less likely to be 
affected by new entrants. The main 
threat remains; price squeezing from 
incumbent large players.

	
Threat	of	substitutes:	Interlock 
has suffered over the last few years 
having been substituted in key pieces 
of business by large competitors. As 
things stand, Interlock has retained 
client base upon which to build. 
By continuing to developing its 
new products and new brands and 
positioning itself uniquely, Interlock 
should mitigate its competitors’ 
opportunities to cannibalise Interlock 
business and through strength of 
service, Interlock is looking to gain 
market share over the next few years.

Buyer	Power:	Interlock must re-enter 
the tender process in order to win 
back its government contracts. Other 
tender and bidding processes must 
become a greater part of Interlock’s 
pitching for new business. Interlock 
needs to increase its backroom 
capacity to cope with these new 
demands from buyers. Because of this 
increased pitching process, Interlock 
needs to be very strategic in choosing 
which business to pitch for, otherwise 
it may find itself stretching its capacity 
for little result.

b. Positioning and Target Markets

i. Porters 5 Forces Model of Competition 
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b. Positioning and Target Markets

ii. Segmentation - Current 

Year Spend 2010
Average Spend 

2010
Year to Date Spend 

Annualised 2011
Average Spend 

2011
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b. Positioning and Target Market

iii. Branding
We have used the brand Parthenon concept to review the brand from 

the 2 customers perspectives – Clients (Organisations) and Clients 

(Counselling Clients), as Interlock is a master of two servants. Each 

Parthenon has identified some of the key challenges that exist within the 

brand makeup and proof points. The diagrams show where the cracks 

are in the proof points and values and must be urgently addressed.

Brand Parthenon - CLIENT LEVEL
Interlock’s Brand Pantheon as it has stood over the last few years, is 

enlightening. Interlock’s ‘pillars of proof’ have been failing over recent 

years, with only the pillars of 30 years experience and confidentiality 

remaining intact. This means anything that would give Interlock a 

competitive advantage has progressively eroded over recent years. 

In terms of ‘building structure’ the base is sound 

(the Brand promise) but the floor has developed 

cracks, the pillars are not soundly supporting the 

structure. It is easier to see why Interlock’s market 

positioning has virtually collapsed.

Interlock helps you to be happy at work, 
happy at home and happy in life

Quickly overcome issues that bring you to counselling and 
resume normality to work and life

Positions
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Values

Pillars of proof 24
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b. Positioning and Target Market

Similarly with this Parthenon Interlock must build greater strength 

in all pillars and repair those with cracks. Similar to the customer 

experience maps, responsibility for the pillars needs to be allocated 

to line staff responsible directly for these to ensure the issues are 

addressed immediately.

At Interlock we partner with business to create positive workplace 
environments and help employees achieve their full potential

We help organisations to quickly overcome employee issues and their impacts on retention,  
satisfaction and productivity allowing managers to focus on their core business.
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c. Marketing

i. Marketing activity
The diagram below shows the substantial difference for Interlock in the 

future when it comes to marketing activity. There has been little to no 

activity in the past and the future requires increased activity which will 

flow to greater brand awareness and revenue outcomes. 

Direct Mail 
Contact Lists

EDM 
Campaigns

Boardroom 
Lunches

New 
Website

Online 
Forums

Sponsored 
Breakfasts 

HR Mgrs

Link’d InGoogle 
Adwords

Facebook 
/ Twitter

2010 
to

2015

Website

Client 
based only

Newsletters
Not done in  
18 monthsprior to

2010
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ii. Buyer behaviour
In McKinsey quarterly David Court and 3 co-authors identified a 

different view of how consumers engage with brands. The previous 

choices narrowing  funnel approach of consider, evaluate and buy has 

become a consider and buy, evaluate and enjoy, advocate and bond. 

The principles in this HBR article (see appendix 1) should be considered 

by Interlock when it comes to marketing.

c. Marketing

THEN NOW
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iii.Client Experience Map 
As can be seen from this map above, the series of services that 

Interlock provides, involve a high percentage of critical moments. 

Improved and more strictly implemented KPIs for frontline internal staff 

and counselling suppliers, will ensure a shrinking in the number of negative 

critical events and ensuring that all critical moments stand up to scrutiny. 

            BEFORE

 

DURING
 

 
 

 
  
  

   
A

FT
ER

Client level 
Experience

Potential Client Learns about EAP at work

Potential Client hears good or bad things 
about EAP Counselling

Potential client has a Wallet Card

Client calls 1300 #

Phone answered by CSO

Customer gets appointment when 
they want it ie. 24hrs

Customer gets appointment where	
they want it

Customer receives a text message 
reminder of appointment time

Client attends session

Client issues being resolved with counsellor

Client books in their next session 
- if possible

Client to call back to Book next 
session - in some cases

Client receives email survey - 
after appointment #2

Some clients receive phone call 
survey re session

Customer replies Yes/No to text message
= Critical Moment

c. Marketing
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iv. Client Experience Map (HR, OHS, GM)
Probably the most significant portion of this Client Experience Map 

is the activity of the dedicated Business Development Consultant. 

Dedicating business development on a more professional footing and 

of greater importance to the business will reap benefits in terms of 

acquiring more good-spend clients. Interlock needs to be careful not 

to get into a bidding war with other suppliers of EAP services. Instead, 

Interlock needs to hold its ground on price and continue to provide a 

clearly superior EAP service that can be demonstrated in the proposal 

stage of the Business Experience Map. 

= Critical Moment

       BEFORE

 

D
U

R
IN

G

 

 
 

  
A

FT
E

R

Hear about EAP referral/read about it
Hear about Interlock’s Workforce Consulting brand/products

Receive a telemarketing call about EAP

Meet with Business 
Development Consultant

Develop rapport with BDC

Proposal / Needs discussed

Proposal prepared by BDC

Client compares market offerings

Client executes agreement

BDC hands client to Client Services Team

BDC presents EAP program 
to managers only

Client Services Team 
contacts the client and 

sends out a welcome pack

Client Services Team 
arranges for information 

session with Psychologist

Psychologist delivers information 
session to employees

Client receives contact as per 
Gold/Silver/Bronze requirements

Client makes decision to sign agreement

HR Mgr 
OHS Mgr 
GM level
Experience

c. Marketing
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v. Empathy Map
This map should be explained to all employees who deal with HR 

manager/buyers so they begin to think like the customer, what 

motivates them and their needs.

What does he/she think & feel?
 • Following statutory guidelines & rules a constant pressure

 • Personal interest - wants to look good in front of boss

 • Wants limited number of issues to escalate

 • Wants reliable external providers/communication/
relationships

Say & do
 • Be approachable

 • Appear to be open

 • Visible in the oragnisation

What does he/she see?
 • Other professionals at work via  
HR network groups

 • The impact that external providers can have 
on his/her employees

 • Lots of offers from various providers 
wanting their time

 • Reporting and information from external 
providers

Gains
 • Wants lower turnover

 • Legislation - keeping up to date

 • Wants limited employee issues

 • Wants efficient, reliable external providers

 • Wants high morale

 • Wants higher productivity

Pains
 • Lawsuits

 • Unions - sometimes

 • Time pressures in reference to 
HR matters

 • Other peoples agendas

 • Difficult employee issues - help 
with (Mgr Hotline)

Hear
 • Information from other HR friends

 • Conventions - AHRI

 • Rumours/Stories about EAP

 • Usually only bad expereinces

 • Reports on employee performance
HR Manager / 

Buyer

c. Marketing
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d. Summary of Key Issues of the audit

 { Interlock competes in a highly competitive somewhat commoditised 

maturing market.

 { Interlocks previous positioning is unsustainable with respect to quality 

and price and also the previous reactor strategy approach.

 { Interlock needs improved quality and professionalism across all areas 

of the business model canvas.

 { Interlock needs to prioritise its growth approaches and underpin 

quality as this occurs. The Hambrick Strategy diamond shows this.

 { Interlock must beware of impossible positioning risk around the WC 

brand.

 { Capability and identifying core skills a high priority or service delivery 

and quality will fail.

 { Previous scatter gun approach to finding clients has delivered low 

paying organisational clients. Market segment approach necessary to 

grow to 200 client organisations in 2011.

 { Interlock can no longer afford to lose clients as it has in the past.

 { Pillars of proof in brand parthenons must be urgently repaired, 

responsibility will need to be allocated.

 { Supplier strategy needs to be developed to manage counsellors in 

relation to quality, positioning and performance.

 { Interlocks previous marketing mix of limited activity will lead to its 

downfall. Modern organisations need to embrace the customer(s) 

across all points of the journey, particularly given this journey and 

engagement is an ever changing space.

 { Customer experience maps and critical moment points need to 

be allocated to responsible people and addressed to ensure zero 

opportunities.

 { Empathy maps to be understood by all those in contact with HR 

managers/ buyers.

 { Defending Queensland base only, without growing with the 

competitors has contributed greatly to the position Interlock finds 

itself in.
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Strategic Recommendations
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Strategy 1
Address Organisational Capability & Quality Assurance
Capacity and Quality Assurance

In the past, Interlock has failed to properly account for the difficulties 

raised by the attributes of a service:

 { Intangibility

 { Perishability

 { Variability 

 { Inseparability 

Intangibility:	Interlock should supply counsellors with standardised 

branded materials to use in all client communications.

Counsellors and counselling venues can be branded with Interlock logos 

through stationery and other visible material.

All material given to clients and end-users, must be branded with 

Interlock branding. Branded presentation material should be left with 

prospects at pitches and other presentations.

Perishability: Interlock addresses perishability through ‘outsourcing’. 

As a small company expanding statewide and nationwide, Interlock 

can’t afford having numerous service suppliers on permanent payroll in 

geographically remote centres.

Interlock is currently doing a talent inventory – identifying a nationwide 

pool of counsellors and their strengths/preferences. This data is vital to 

efficient allocation of counsellors to optimise their individual skill-sets.

These counsellors also service Interlock’s competitors, so it’s important 

each is clearly identified to the client as an Interlock provider, and that 

each counsellor follows Interlock’s standardised session practice.

Variability: Interlock needs to clearly communicate to all counsellors 

a viable set of service standards that reflect best-practice, for each 

Interlock product. These must be delivered to service providers via 

standardised training, seminars and benchmarking. 

Variability in service provision should also be addressed in the talent-

identification phase and the recruitment phase. Data should be 

collected concerning the prospective counsellor’s attitude to Interlock 

standardised practice, and regarding each counsellor’s strengths, 

weaknesses and professional preferences. 

Data should be held centrally enabling speedy identification of counsellors 

best suited to each piece of business. For example, those with suicide 

prevention skills and experience will receive those types of jobs. 

Client feedback will be used to appraise the efficacy of and compliance 

to these standards, with any variations being communicated in a timely 

manner from Interlock head-office. This is especially important as 

Interlock expands to nationwide operations. These systems will be well 

tested during statewide phase. 
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Strategy 1
Address Organisational Capability & Quality Assurance
Inseparability:	A service is inseparable from the service provider, the 

service receiver and the service delivery environment. Interlock needs 

to create systems that standardise service provision for each product 

and service environment. 

Interlock should engage a workplace stylist/decorative professional to 

create reassuring, visually-appealing service environments.

Interlock needs to design products that 

 { limit negative customer-to-customer effects, 

 { increase positive customer-to-customer experiences and 

 { improve counsellor-to-customer experiences. 

This will be addressed through the standardisation phase, and ongoing 

customer/client feedback. Each new standard must be clearly and 

speedily communicated to service providers and to clients.

PZB Model of Gaps analysis

Interlock needs to apply the PZB Service Gaps Analysis Model in order 

to start closing gaps in service delivery.

Source: A. Parasuraman, Zeithaml & Berry, Journal of Marketing (Fall 1985) v49, p41 –50. Cited 
in Hoffman and Bateson, Essentials of Services Marketing 2nd edition 2002 Harcourt Orlando, 
Florida.
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Strategy 1
Address Organisational Capability & Quality Assurance
Knowledge Gap

Interlock should conduct surveys and informal investigation among 

counsellors, clients, customers and management to ascertain exactly 

what the expectations are for each stakeholder group. Once analysed, 

Interlock will be able to see any disconnect between external 

stakeholders and internal stakeholders. Once Interlock has this 

knowledge, management can work towards closing gaps by adjusting 

internal expectations and managing external expectations.

Interlock management/marketing must continue gathering this 

information beyond the initial relaunch phase, to enable continual 

expectations adjustment.

Standards Gap

Lack of management monitoring of service delivery, coupled with 

tight budgetary considerations have forced Interlock to cut corners 

on service delivery. There have also been simple miscommunications 

between those setting the standards and those specifying standards to 

front-line providers.

Interlock’s recent history suggests some widening of this gap. 

Management has been distracted by other marketing problems and 

have not imparted company standards accurately to service providers. 

The fact that service providers tend to be outsourced and work 

with competitors who may have different delivery standards, has 

exacerbated this gap.

Standards need to be committed to writing and need to be revisited 

periodically. While it’s expensive to commit standards to writing and 

periodically update them, it’s vital there be no grey areas. These grey 

areas have in the past created Interlock’s service delivery gap.

Delivery Gap

This service gap has been one of the areas of great concern during 

Interlock’s recent history. Complaints have been received regarding 

inappropriate service delivery by some counsellors.  

Interlock must set clear standards and make guidelines clear to service 

providers. Interlock also needs to more accurately identify talents and 

preferences among service providers and ‘play to their strengths’. 

Interlock must devise unique advantageous service components 

and widely communicate them. For example, Interlock’s boutique 

nature enables it to respond to urgent counselling calls in a strategic, 

personalised way rather than a one-size-fits-all approach. Interlock is 

now majoring on versatility and creating new products all of which need 

carefully defined parameters of operation.
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Strategy 1
Address Organisational Capability & Quality Assurance
Communications Gap

Surveys can include questions about client and customer knowledge 

regarding Interlock’s past service promises. These answers can be 

compared to questions on customer experiences with Interlock, giving a 

good picture of how large the Communications Gap is.

Interlock needs to review recent public promises, contained in 

brochures, website, presentations and other communication with 

customers. It then needs to compare this with any complaints received, 

reports from counsellors regarding customer use and re-use, general 

client comment, and relevant survey answers. 

Interlock needs to set controls and protocols on promises made by third 

parties (especially counsellors) regarding service provision. 

Service Gap

Interlock has received feedback suggesting a service gap exists. 

Interlock needs to manage expectations as already discussed and 

gather post-purchase information from clients and customers. Interlock 

must use complaints as a way of determining gaps between expected 

service and actual service. Interlock has in the past, taken complaints 

seriously and this needs to continue.

Post-purchase questionnaires and client/counsellor surveys are 

important in gathering relevant information. Comparison between 

customer, client and counsellor attitude before and after service 

delivery is mandatory in closing this gap.

Measurement

Survey and questionnaire scoring is one way to determine 

improvement in all Gap areas. A reduction in complaints, an increase 

in positive testimonials and word-of-mouth referrals are all measurable 

indicators that gaps are closing.

It’s important to keep questionnaires/surveys simple and short, but well-

designed to capture relevant information without being tedious. 
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Strategy 2
New Sales Approach (Target market segments/needs based)

An analysis of Interlocks customer base revealed a scatter gun 

approach to client acquisition.  The current sales strategy targeted 

anyone and everyone with no defined boundaries and industry focuses 

for different sales personnel.

The sales team needs to become more structured in their approach to 

client acquisition, the client target market needs to be segmented. Using 

ABS data businesses can be segmented in a more manageable and 

targeted approach.  2009 ABS data illustrates the depth of the market 

with 423,667 businesses in Queensland and 2,071,789 businesses in 

Australia.  624,923 have a turnover between $200,000 and $2million 

and 118,722 businesses have turnover of $2 million plus per year.  

83,610 employ between 20-199 staff and 6,133 employee 200+ staff.  

Source: ABS, June 2009, Counts of Australian Businesses. 

Target Markets

From the market segments identified its reasonably clear where 

Interlock should focus for future business target markets.

The top 9 average spend market segments Interlock has are:

University $33,000

City Councils $13,291

Care Organisations $11,122

Fast Food/Retail $11,011

Health $9260

Mining $8419

Finance/Accounting/Professionals $3532

We believe the future target markets to be the following and why:

Universities	Large complex employer. Recent research shows they 

have utilisation double the average (ie in excess of 5%)

City	Councils A mix of workers, recently amalgamated 2 years ago, 

a myriad of people issues, Interlock already has 9 councils so an 

opportunity to leverage off this.

Care	Organisations Opportunity to leverage off our current successes, 
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Strategy 2
New Sales Approach (Target market segments/needs based)

Interlock currently has the major care organisations in Queensland as 

clients, high issues, large numbers of workers poorly managed at times.

Fast	Food/Retail Large employers of people, large number of critical 

incidents, high level problems ie high casual workforce, large customer 

turnover.

Health Growing industry with large numbers of staffing issues, high 

incident rates.

Mining Massively growing in Queensland, revenues expected to double 

over the next 3-5 years, large employer, endemic issues arising out of 

the unusual work nature – ie Fly in fly out, long hours, long periods of 

time off, family separation issues.

Finance/Accounting/Professionals/Legal Large workforce, high 

stress work, management skills lacking in this space, good opportunities 

for training, complex people with often complex issues.

Utilities	Companies Well funded, high workforce numbers, a lot linked 

to councils, high issues.

From the diagram (p17) its clear that in order to increase revenue 

Interlock needs to increase the average spend of all clients whilst also 

growing client numbers to 200+ organisations.

The other key focus for Interlock going forward is whilst they are still 

small is to not target larger organisations as with a limited service 

network particularly outside of Queensland, this will be difficult to 

service larger clients. The target companies should be a minimum of 

100 employees up to 2000.
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Strategy 3
Client Services Team
The client services team should be held responsible for the HR 

manager/buyers brand Parthenon as well as the customer experience 

map and critical moments. The client level aspects will also need to be 

allocated to key employees and responsibility followed up on.

It was identified that a client services team needs to be introduced to 

focus on the clients setup, training, reporting and follow up through to 

allow the freeing up of the sales personnel to focus on new business 

development.  

The current two sales staff skills and positions were reviewed in light of 

the changes to the business and the movement from transaction based 

selling to needs and solution based selling.  This analysis showed a 

large gap in the skills sets that these two sales staff had versus the skills 

that were needed moving forward, therefore both sales staff should 

be made redundant and a new position created that is based around 

solution selling and less account management.
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Strategy 4
Marketing and Buyer Attention
Interlock’s previous reactor strategy approach has not lended itself to 

any strategic marketing acitivity. In David Edelman’s article in the HBR 

(see appendix 1) recently, he identifies the need for organisations to 

not only properly manage customer touch points but to also realise that 

over time these have changed and that todays customers engage totally 

differently. If we don’t act on the engagements that they choose to use, 

then businesses will miss out on the opportunities of customers in this 

new age of engagement.

He refers to engagement across a new level of enjoy, advocate and 

bond and also different ways across the consider, evaluate and buy 

levels as well. Interlock needs to properly assess how its customers 

engage across each of these touch points to ensure that Interlock is 

properly positioned to win business and keep customers.

The previous client services strategy also links with this one.

Interlock should complete some customer research on this topic to 

help it to get this right as human services and the workforce consulting 

products are not like selling widgets.

It is recommended to split the marketing mix into the key areas 

listed above and identify actiivites along these and how they will be 

structured. A tactical marketing plan then needs to be prepared to 

ensure that these tactics are implemented. Given Interlock has no 

current Marketing position it will need to consider how it funds and 

manages this activity, outsourced consultants are the best method 

currently. We understand Interlock is currently doing this and this is a 

sensible strategy providing there are key activities, outputs and KPIS 

attached to this role, even as an outsourced person.
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Strategy 5
Price
Analysing of competitors pricing we found that they lead with a fixed 

price in EAP, which means they offer the service with regular cost and 

customers know how they will be charged. However, Interlock provides 

EAP without a fixed price, which makes our clients uncertain about the 

maximum they would spend during the service period, and they would 

switch to our competitors who offer with a more acceptable cost. So we 

recommend to imitate what competitors do and lead with a fixed fee, 

and higher fee for service offering for clients.

The next challenge comes from the competitors, such as Davidson 

Trahaire and PPC, which compete with Interlock with entirely lower 

cost. Interlock should cut operational and unnecessary overhead costs 

down in order to compete with competitors plus charge an admin fee 

that covers basic business overheads.

Another point, while researching competitors we found that 

although they provide a fixed cost, the uses are not transparent, 

for example, they contract with customers and whether you use it 

or not, they will charge the whole fee. In differentiation, Interlock 

should credit customers’ unused money towards services in the work 

force consulting brand, which means we do not return cash to our 

clients, instead, we can transfer the balance to other new WC Brand 

products we offer.
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Strategy 6
National Approach
Interlock is ambitious in not only focussing on providing services in 

Queensland, where the head office of the company is located. Over 

many years Interlock has held its Queensland ground without realising 

that the competitors have grown remarkably with a National Strategy 

which is now resulting in Interlock being overrun by the competitors on 

its core turf. 

The previous 1 to 3 strategies are the fundamental basis for the initial 

development steps for Interlock. They are the precondition to execute 

other strategies well, so Interlock should pay more attention to these in 

order to achieve initial success. It is worth mentioning that it takes time 

to pave the basic strategies, which may need three to six months to 

apply these strategies well. 

A National approach however, is absolutely necessary once strategies 

1-3 are in order. In the meantime, establishing national office location 

footprints are ok, however focussed time should not be spent out of 

Queensland until the core business is bedded down.
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Strategy 7
Measurement
One of the key items lacking from Interlock in the past has been an 

ability to accurately measure the businesses key drivers and also 

monitor progress of key business areas, this has led to its current 

position. We recommend the immediate implementation of a Balanced 

Scorecard for the business using the measures indicated below. 

We have used the Kaplan and Norton’s strategy map format for the 

overarching areas – Financial, Customer, Internal Processes & Learning 

and Growth.

By measuring performance, KPI’s can be identified and targets as well 

to judge true performance and then outcomes will follow.

Key Business Drivers Target Result Month
Budget  
Fin YTD

EAP sessions delivered increase   “ “

Net New Clients   [ [

Net New Contracts Revenue   [ [

Phone Calls In Increase   [ “

Financial Target Result Month
Budget  
Fin YTD

EBITDA $   [ [

EBITDA %   [ [

Gross Profit   [ [

Customer Target Result Month
Budget  
Fin YTD

Revenue Increase   “ “

Sales Conversions Rate 

Total Services provided Increase   “

Average Check

Annual Survey-Client Organisations   “

Internal Processes Target Result Month
Budget  
Fin YTD

Complaints Received   [ [

Abandoned Calls %   

Learning and Growth Target Result Month
Budget  
Fin YTD

Profess. Development Delivered YTD   

Monthly One on Ones   { { {

Quality Counselling Scores   “

Annual Counselling Survey Score “

Balanced Scorecard

Legend

	 [	 Increase

	 {	 No Change

	 “	 Decrease

Headline Statements:
Key Business Drivers:
Financial:
Customer:
Internal Processes:
Learning and Growth:
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Sensitivity Analysis 
and Contingency Plan
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a. Sensitivity Analysis

Current and future sensitivities
1.Profitability	risk	– Interlock is currently losing money. Interlock must 

become profitable for the board to continue to support it. Further steps 

have been taken in March to reduce ongoing expenses by $15k per 

month to assist this. Further steps may be needed. 

Contingency Trigger  – Monthly P&L’s to reach breakeven.

2.New	Brand	not	working – Interlock has bravely entered a 

challenging space in workforce consulting. Even though current interest 

appears good, Interlock will need to quickly assess and address if this 

brand needs different positioning to survive. Revenue post June will 

clearly show this brands revenue base which will be critical to assess 

going forward.

Contingency Trigger – Monthly revenue for the new brand to meet 

budget.

3.	EAP	product	becomes	commoditised	to	point	where	no	

point	having	it – identified by take up as low and continued margins 

pressure. Interlock continues to struggle in the market and the Board 

removes support for Interlocks EAP.

Contingency Trigger – EAP sessions and EAP revenue, contracts 

growth. To be reviewed monthly.

4.New	WC	Brand	product	requirements	too	difficult	to	handle – 

operating in the impossible positioning area.

Contingency Trigger- Negative feedback from service delivery in the 

WC brand space.

5.If	Interlocks	market	share	falters,	counsellors	remove	interest	

in	working	for	Interlock	in	favour	of	bigger	providers	(PPC). 

Contingency Trigger-  Numbers of counsellors agreeing to work with 

Interlock reduces or they decline work.
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b. Contingency Plans

1.Profitability	risk

Reduce expenses. Expenses to further reduce need to be identified now 

so the ability to act swiftly is there. The breakeven has been already 

reduced substantially however further cuts may be needed to expenses 

once the new revenue after loss of government contracts has stabilised.

2.New	Brand	not	working

This will be a difficult are to address as a contingency. Whilst there 

is limited expense in the new brand it has been critically hailed as 

Interlocks future saving grace. One way may be to segment the 

products to ensure that they are properly created, built and supported 

to ensure their success, but this should be done anyway. Careful 

monitoring of the new products and their success will be required over 

time via the monthly KPI’s.

If the new brand and EAP business does not improve in the short term 

then exiting the market may be a sensible option when considered 

along with profitability.

3.	EAP	product	becomes	commoditised	to	point	where	no	

point having	it.

The contingency for this would be to exit the market, complete a sale of 

existing clients and assess the progress of the WC brand. 

4.New	WC	Brand	product	requirements	too	difficult	to	handle.

Whilst this is a good problem to have it wont help the growth of the new 

brand. Plans need to be put in place now to identify key support people 

for each of the new products in the range. This will avoid having to 

jump through hoops to assist clients needs.

5.If	Interlocks	market	share	falters,	counsellors	remove	interest	

in	working	for	Interlock	in	favour	of	bigger	providers	(PPC).

This is a frightening prospect for Interlock. Interlocks GM has already 

instigated a strategy around this and this needs to be further supported 

with some resources to roll it out. It is recommended to do this 

immediately to ensure this risk does not eventuate.
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